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By James Lee Burke

Hachette Books, United States, 1997. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Reprint. 170 x 107 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. When former Klansman and piney-woods outcast Aaron
Crown is finally imprisoned for a decades-old murder, it is to
Detective Dave Robicheaux that he proclaims his innocence
loudest. Crown seems to be a lightning rod for every kind of
trouble that the state of Louisiana can unearth. A documentary
film writer seeking to prove Crown s innocence is found
murdered; a button man for the New Orleans mob accuses
Robicheaux of taking a pay-off to ignore Crown. But it is when
Buford LaRose -- scion of an old Southern family and author of
a book on the Crown case -- is elected governor that Dave
Robicheaux s involvement with Aaron Crown deepens to a level
he can barely fathom. And it is Buford s social-climbing wife,
Karyn, with whom Robicheaux had an affair years before, who
proves to be his most poisonous adversary. Filled with thrilling
adventure, lightning-paced action, and street smart realism,
Cadillac Jukebox is a brilliant addition to Burke s standout Dave
Robicheaux series.
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A brand new e-book with a brand new standpoint. it was actually writtern extremely properly and valuable. I am just
quickly can get a pleasure of looking at a published ebook.
-- Pr of . Ga r ett Schm itt-- Pr of . Ga r ett Schm itt

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the
future. Your way of life period will be transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Sha yne O 'Conner-- Sha yne O 'Conner
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